YEAR 6 (2018-19 TUCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

Leila Ali-Akbarian  MD, MPH, Family and Community Medicine, University of Arizona
Catherine Bartlett  Education Specialist, Arizona-sonora Desert Museum
Kathleen A. Bethel  CEO, Southern Arizona Research, Science, And Engineering
Emi Martin Brott  Chief Development Officer, Our Family Services
Megan Carney  Assistant Professor, School of Anthropology, Director, Center for Regional Food Studies, University of Arizona
Lupita Chavez  LTA Supervisor, Pima County Public Library
Sutapa Dube  Psychiatrist, College of Medicine, University of Arizona
Rhonda Gonzalez  Health & Nutrition Programs Manager, Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
Felicia Goodrum Sterling  Associate Professor, School of Immunobiology, University of Arizona
Laura Gronewold  Director of Education, Ben's Bells Project
Frances Lynch  Attorney & Managing Partner, Bache & Lynch, PLLC
Dee Maitland  Retired Commercial Banker
Amy McCoy  Director, AMP Insights
Linda Phillips  Professor, School of Medicine, University of Arizona
Heidi Pottinger  Director, Clinical Investigations, Health Promotion Sciences, University of Arizona
Claudia Powell  Associate Director, Southwest Institute for Research on Women, Univ. of Arizona
Tamara Prime  Community Affairs Administrator, Pima Association of Governments
Louise Roth  Associate Professor, School of Sociology, University of Arizona
Hilary Van Alsburg  Director of Development, University of Arizona Libraries
Margaret Wilder  Associate Professor, School of Geography & Development, Center for Latin

Americans, University of Arizona

SUCCESSES

1. October 25, 2018, Buffalo News
Kathleen Bethel, "The President Could Take a Cue from Young Learners"

Kathleen Bethel, "Preschoolers and Presidents Can Learn Critical Thinking"

3. October 30, 2018, Scientific American
Catherine Bartlett, "Scared by Spiders? Get Over It!"

4. October 31, 2018, Latino Rebels
Lupita Chavez, "Death, Día De Los Muertos, and an Invitation"
5. November 1, 2018, Latino Rebels
Rhonda Gonzalez, "This Is What Voter Suppression Feels Like"

Heidi Pottinger, "Mom: Thanks to Active-shooter Drills at School, My 4-year-old Thought Fireworks Were Gunshots. Enough Already."

Em Martin Brott, "LGBTQ+ Teens Need Our Support"

Hilary Van Alsberg, "Curing the Post-election Hangover"

Felicia Goodrum Sterling, "Science Education Must Reflect Reality: We Only Have 12 Years to Stop Climate Change"

10. November 12, 2018, CBS Radio (Radio Appearance)
Heidi Pottinger, "Thanks to Active-shooter Drills at School, My 4-year-old Thought Fireworks Were Gunshots. Enough Already."

Louise Marie Roth, "Single-payer Health Care Is Better Than Obamacare"

12. November 21, 2018, Medium
Heidi Pottinger, "Attitude of Gratitude"

Megan Carney, "At Thanksgiving, Trump’s Public Charge Policy Threatens Food Security"

14. November 26, 2018, USA Today
Frances Lynch, "As American Troops Install Razor Wire in Arizona, Images of the Berlin Wall Resurface"

15. November 29, 2018, Latino Rebels
Megan Carney, "A Holiday Card to the Fallen (Brown) Soldier"

16. December 6, 2018, Scientific American
Margaret Wilder, "Exploring the Ecosystem of the U.s.-mexico Border"

17. December 7, 2018, CBS (TV Appearance)
Heidi Pottinger, "Do Active Shooter Drills for Preschoolers Do More Harm Than Good?"

Linda Phillips, "Older People Make Extraordinary Contributions"
19. December 10, 2018, *Medium*
Dee Maitland, "Only Women Should Own Guns"

20. December 11, 2018, *Role Reboot*
Claudia Powell, "Young and Homeless: Remembering LGBTQ+ Teens"

Rhonda Gonzalez, Felicia Goodrum Sterling, Megan Carney, "Challenges to Health Equality Go Beyond Access"

22. December 19, 2018, *Thrive Global*
Heidi Pottinger, "Spirituality as a Clinical Target"

23. December 20, 2018, *Hechinger Report*
Laura Gronewold, "Employers Must Do More to Support Foster Parents"

24. December 24, 2018, *The Hill*
Megan Carney, "Countries That Welcome Refugees and Immigrants Are Happier"

25. December 25, 2018, *The Hill*
Amy McCoy, "the Carbon Footprint of Christmas: More Trees, Please"

Dee Maitland, "Letter: House Bill 2002"

27. January 9, 2019, *Thrive Global*
Catherine Bartlett, "Recession Coming? For Millennials, it Doesn’t Matter"

Margaret Wilder, "Making Salty Water Drinkable Also Makes Brine"

29. January 15, 2019, *Thrive Global*
Megan Carney, "Toddler Tantrums: The National Parks and Shutdown Woes"

30. January 28, 2019, *Role Reboot*
Catherine Bartlett, "Gender Isn't Binary in the Animal World Either"

31. February 1, 2019, *KVOA (Radio Appearance)*
Megan Carney, "Radio Appearance"

32. February 7, 2019, *The Hill*
Linda Phillips, "Drug Costs Impact the Financial Well-being of Older Adults"

33. February 9, 2019, *NBC Think*
Catherine Bartlett, "Cockroaches Are Better Than Any of Your Exes. So Why Let a Zoo Name One After a Person You Hate?"
34. February 10, 2019, **Thrive Global**
Hilary Van Alsberg, "Children Like Jayme Are All Around Us"

35. February 13, 2019, **Ms. Magazine**
Louise Marie Roth, "How Anti-abortion Laws Hurt Pregnant Women"

36. February 20, 2019, **The Healthcare Blog**
Felicia Goodrum Sterling and Heidi Pottinger, "Everyone Has a Part to Play in Ending Vaccine Hesitancy"

37. February 22, 2019, **Truthout**
Dee Maitland, "Koch Network Pushes Deceitful Textbook on Cash-strapped Schools"

38. February 24, 2019, **The Hill**
Megan Carney, "Food Insecurity Is a Legitimate Basis for Seeking Asylum"

39. February 26, 2019, **Thrive Global**
Laura Gronewold, "Masculinity Needs to Learn Kindness as a Skill"

40. February 28, 2019, **The Daily Star**
Kathleen Bethel, "Helping Kids Make a Better World"

41. March 8, 2019, **PBS (TV Appearance)**
Heidi Pottinger, "Supporting Teen Moms; Vaccine Exemptions; New Tax Reforms"

42. March 14, 2019, **Scientific American**
Megan Carney, "The International Politics of Gut Health"

43. March 14, 2019, **Ms. Magazine**
Dee Maitland, "No Responsibility Without Equality"

44. March 20, 2019, **Latino Rebels**
Heidi Pottinger, "How Border Communities Support One Another"

45. March 22, 2019, **The Hill**
Felicia and Heidi, "Vaccine Exemptions Create Problems for States"

46. March 28, 2019, **The Arizona Daily Star**
Megan Carney, "A Child's Chronic Illness Should Prompt Your Support, Not Pity"

47. March 29, 2019, **The Arizona Daily Star**
Catherine Bartlett, "Friendly Springtime Reminder to Leave Snakes Alone"

48. March 31, 2019, **BBC**
Heidi Pottinger, "US School Shootings: Have Drills Gone Too Far?"
Heidi Pottinger, "Healing Through Nature, Animals, Art Planned at Historic Nogales Ranch"

50. April 1, 2019, *Youth Circulations*
Megan Carney, "Lo Sono Qui, a Film That Upends Narratives of ‘Crisis’ Through the Voices of Migrant Youth"

51. April 2, 2019, *The Arizona Daily Star*
Kathleen Bethel, "A Million Reasons to Give to Tucson's Nonprofits"

52. April 5, 2019, *Garnet News*
Frances Lynch, "What Joe Biden Doesn't Get"

53. April 12, 2019, *The Arizona Daily Star*
Hilary Van Alsberg, "Why Do We Need Libraries? I'll Tell You"

54. April 12, 2019, *The Arizona Daily Star (Letter to the Editor)*
Dee Maitland, "Letter: Opioid Crisis"

55. April 12, 2019, *Scientific American*
Catherine Bartlett, "Want to Be a Better Scientist? Take an Improv Class"

56. April 12, 2019, *The Healthcare Blog*
Leila Ali-akbarian, "Financial Toxicity Is Hurting My Cancer Patients"

57. April 13, 2019, *NBC Think*
Catherine Bartlett, "In 'Game of Thrones' Daenerys Targaryen Taught Jon Snow Not to Fear Dragons. You Can Learn Not to Fear Snakes."

58. April 14, 2019, *NBC News (TV Interview)*

59. April 23, 2019, *Latino Rebels*
Megan Carney, "For People Fleeing Central America, Hunger May Not Look Like Hunger"

60. April 24, 2019, *Thrive Global*
Heidi Pottinger, "Grief Can Awaken Moments of Profound Joy"

61. May 1, 2019, *Daily Mail TV (TV Appearance)*
Heidi Pottinger, "Active Shooter Drills May Be Harming More Than Helping"

62. May 3, 2019, *Sapiens*
Megan Carney, "The Illusion and Peril of Food ‘choice’"

63. May 3, 2019, *The Arizona Daily Star*
Margaret Wilder, "Arizona’s Renters Need Protection from the Heat"

64. May 12, 2019, The Arizona Daily Star
Felicia Goodrum Sterling, "Pressure on High-achieving Students Can Lead to Failure"

65. May 16, 2019, The Hill
Catherine Bartlett, "Climate Change Destroys Insects Like Daenerys in King’s Landing"

66. May 17, 2019, The Hill
Amy Mccoy and Felicia Goodrum Sterling, "Climate Crisis Can’t Break Through Noise of Trade War and Mueller Probe"

67. May 20, 2019, The Hill
Linda Phillips, "Institutional Racism in Health Care"

68. May 21, 2019, UA@Work (Feature Story)
Megan Carney, "Interdisciplinary Teams to Address Inequality With Innovation Farm Grants"

69. May 23, 2019, Book For Children (Book)
Heidi Pottinger, "Mi Mejor Amigo es una Jirafa"

70. May 23, 2019, Arizona Public Media / Storycorps (Radio Interview)
Hilary Van Alsberg, "One Small Step"

71. May 26, 2019, The Hill
Frances Lynch, "America Has No Time to Wait for Impeachment"

72. May 26, 2019, The Arizona Daily Star

73. May 28, 2019, The Hill
Catherine Bartlett, "School’s Out for Summer — Keep Kids Learning at Museums"

74. May 28, 2019, Medium
Catherine Bartlett, "You’re Invited to My Blender Reveal Party!"

75. June 4, 2019, The Arizona Daily Star
Tamara Prime, "Finding Common Ground Through Air Force’s Principles"

76. June 5, 2019, The Arizona Daily Star
Kathleen Bethel, "Little Green Men and a Cheese Moon"

77. June 6, 2019, Thrive Global
Lupita Chavez, "A Small Moment Provides an Important Reminder"

78. June 7, 2019, Thrive Global
Lupita Chavez, "The Dreaded Helpful One"

79. June 12, 2019, **Latino Rebels**
Dee Maitland, "How to Streamline Aid for Hurricane Relief"

80. June 20, 2019, **The Arizona Daily Star**
Catherine Bartlett & Arizona Desert Museum Staff, "Bee-Friend Some Pollinators for National Pollinator Week"

81. July 6, 2019, **The Arizona Daily Star**
Em Martin Brott, "Finding Yourself in the Tiny, Fluffy Clouds and Happy Trees of Painting"

82. July 11, 2019, **Ms. Magazine**
Frances Lynch, "Miscarriage of Justice"
YEAR 5 (2017-18 TUCCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

JOY E. BAYNES  Family Nurse Practitioner, El Rio Community Health Center
CATHERINE F. BROOKS  Associate Director and Associate Professor, Arizona’s iSchool; Director, Center for Digital Society and Data Studies, University of Arizona
GABRIELLA CAZARES-KELLY  Educator/Community Organizer, Indivisible Tohono
MASHA FEDZECHKINA  Assistant Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of Arizona
RANDIESIA FLETCHER-RIGGS  Master of Education, Refugee Resource Center Arizona
RACHEL E. GALLERY  Assistant Professor, School of Natural Resources & Environment, Univ. of Arizona
JOAN GILBERT  Retired Educator
MELANIE GLEASON  Immigrants Rights Attorney
ELISE GORNISH  Cooperative Extension Specialist, University of Arizona
ANNA HARPER-GUERRERO  Executive Vice President, Chief Strategy Officer, Emerge Center Against Domestic Abuse
JUDY L. HUCH  Audiologist, Grace Hearing Center
LEA MÁRQUEZ PETERSON  President/CEO, Tucson Hispanic Chamber
CHEREEL MEeks  Doctor of Education, Director, University of Arizona Honors College
MAHA NASSAR  Asst. Professor, School of Middle Eastern & North African Studies, Univ. of Arizona
ELIZABETH OGLESBY  Associate Professor of Geography and Latin American Studies, Univ. of Arizona
TRACEY OSBORNE  Assistant Professor, School of Geography & Development, University of Arizona
NOshene Ranjbar  Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry, University of Arizona
EVE RIFKIN  Director of College Access, City Center for Collaborative Learning
MICHELLE TÉLLEZ  Assistant Professor, Department of Mexican American Studies, Univ. of Arizona
ALEXANDRA TRACY-RAMIREZ  Attorney, HopkinsWay PLLC

SUCCESES

1. November 9, 2017, The Hill
Melanie Gleason, "The US doesn't need to spend $2 billion a year detaining immigrants"

2. November 13, 2017, El Imparcial
Lea Marquez Peterson, "Mujeres y Lizerazgo"

Elizabeth Oglesby, "Supporting Guatemala's anti-mafia fight helps the U.S."

4. November 15, 2017, Motto by TIME Magazine
Joan Gilbert, "Why We Need to treat Gun Violence as a Disease"

5. November 15, 2017, Garnet News
Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "Silent Victims Of Sexual Assault In The Military"

6. November 17, 2017, Think by NBC
Alexandra Tracy-Ramirez, "Maybe Al Franken's a Good Man. He Still Admitted to Sexual Harassment"

Eve Rifkin, "Yes kids need more civics education, but they need to be taught civility at least as much"

Gabby Casarez-Kelly, "Dear McCain, Kirkpatrick: I'm indigenous — and I'm a voter, so hear me"

Lea Marquez Peterson, "Tax reform will help small businesses in Arizona"

Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "America Only Started Caring About the Opioid Epidemic When It Hit Suburbia"

Judy Huch, "FDA Must Protect Consumers as Hearing support goes OTC"

Michelle Tellez, "Why Family Ties Matter in U.S. Immigration Policy"

Elise Gornish, "Doom-and-Gloom Scenarios on Climate Change Won't Solve Our Problem"

14. December 1, 2017, PBS (TV Appearance)
Elizabeth Oglesby, "TV Interview on Wars in Central America"

15. December 4, 2017, Garnet News
Cheree L Meeks, "Look but don’t touch my daughter's hair"

Rachel Gallery, "Tax Bill Endangers Millions of Lives"

17. December 6, 2017, Next Ave
Judy Huch, "A Hidden Cause of Falls: Hearing Loss"

18. December 7, 2017, KVOA News Tucson (TV Appearance)
Maha Nasser, "Arizona professor fears Jerusalem decision ends two-state solution prospects"

Maha Nasser, "What Will Trump's Declaration on Jerusalem Mean to Palestinians?"

Noshene Ranjbar, "President Trump's Slur Against American Indians"

Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "Giving tents to homeless isn’t a solution, but it offers protection"
22. December 17, 2017, Arizona Daily Star
Anna Harper Guerrero, "Reckoning for All Men"

23. December 21, 2017, NACLA
Elizabeth Oglesby, "A Safe House for Central Americans in Tucson"

Eve Rifkin, "Children in charter schools shouldn’t go hungry"

25. December 26, Arizona Daily Star (Feature Story)
Joy Baynes, “Advocates for Youth Aim to Educate Teens About Contraception”

Maha Nassar, "How Israel has strained America’s relationship with the U.N."

27. January 2, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Taking away their children won't stop Central American border crossers"

Elise Gornish, "Increasing national park fees hurts our understanding of the environment"

29. January 18, 2018, Latino USA
Michelle Tellez & Alejandra Ramirez, "How Artists Can Shape Understanding of the U.S.-Mexico Border"

30. January 24, 2018, El Imparcial
Lea Marquez Peterson, "Expansión de la Cámara Hispana"

31. January 24, 2018, World Politics Review (Interview)
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Morales’ Efforts to Derail Graft Probes Provoke Guatemalans’ Wrath"

32. January 30, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Elizabeth Oglesby, "A border wall will create more 'Dreamers'"

33. February 6, 2018, LatinoRebels
Joy Baynes, "Imagining a Korean Coco"

34. February 14, 2018, LatinoRebels
Michelle Tellez, "On Love and Grief This Valentine’s Day"

35. February 16, 2018, Garnet News
Joan Gilbert, "We Need Engineers to Solve Gun Violence because Politicians Won’t"

36. February 19, 2018, The Hill
Judy Huch, "The opioid epidemic increases hearing risk--here's what lawmakers should do"
37. February 21, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Joan Gilbert, "What if Elon Musk or Shark Tank Tackled Gun Safety?"

38. February 23, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Joy Baynes, "The impact of youth-led movements"

39. March 12, 2018, Forward
Maha Nasser, "Palestinian Mothers Love their Children Too"

40. March 15, 2018, Wired
Catherine Brooks, "It's Time for Facebook to Share More Data with Researchers"

41. March 16, 2018, The Huffington Post
Alexandra Tracy-Ramirez & Heather Metcalf, "The Cost of Speaking Out"

42. March 16, 2018, The Hill
Elise Gornish & Rachel Gallery, "President Trump fails as CEO"

43. March 19, 2018, LA Review of Books
Noshene Ranjbar, "This Nowruz, I Stand with the Protests in Iran with Hope"

44. March 20, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Catherine Brooks, "Warrantless searches of digital devices threaten all Arizonans"

45. March 27, 2018, Tucson Sentinel
Elizabeth Oglesby, "It's time to rename KGUN"

46. March 31, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Guatemala Shows why the CIA Must be Held Accountable for Terrorism"

47. March 31, 2018, El Pulso
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Guatemala muestra porque la CIA debe ser considerada responsable de torturas"

48. April 3, 2018, Ms. Magazine
Alexandra Tracy-Ramirez, "Why Stormy Daniels Shouldn’t Show Us Those Photos"

49. April 4, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Trump plays to his base on Central American migrant caravan--few will ever reach the US"

50. April 9, 2018, Scientific American
Tracey Osborne, "Native Americans Fighting Fossil Fuels"

51. April 9, 2018, The Hill
Judy Huch, "How Washington can tackle hearing loss related to diabetes"
52. April 13, 2018, Arizona Public Media (TV Appearance)
Elizabeth Oglesby, “Central American Migrant Caravan”

53. April 22, 2018, Arizona Daily Star (Feature Story)
Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "Neto’s Tucson: Randiesia Fletcher overcame barriers, now helps refugees do the same"

54. April 26, 2018, Colorlines
Gabriella Cazares-Kelly, “3 Things to Keep Me From Rolling My Eyes at Your White Privilege"

55. April 26, 2018, USA Today
Judy Huch, "Bill Cosby verdict is a win for women like me who never confronted their abusers"

56. April 26, 2018, Inside Higher Ed
Masha Fedzechkina, "Inadvertently Touched by Scandal"

57. April 28, 2018, Herald Review (Expert Quote)
Alexandra Tracy-Ramirez, "Buena coach sues parents, alleges Facebook defamation"

58. May 1, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Eve Rifkin, "#RedforEd is our Norma Rae Moment"

59. May 1, 2018, The Washington Post
Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "The Cosby Show Was My Family When I Was Homeless"

60. May 1, 2018, The Hearing Journal
Judy Huch, "Starting with Grace: The Journey of a Nonprofit"

61. May 2, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Trump's fear tactics won't make Central American migrants turn back"

62. May 4, 2018, Scientific American
Catherine Brooks, "In a Big Data World, Scholars Need New Guidelines for Research"

63. May 11, 2018, Latino Rebels
Michelle Tellez, "25 Years After UCLA Sit-In"

64. May 11, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Trump's TPS decision undercuts US goals in Honduras"

65. May 12, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Melanie Gleason, "For some migrant mothers, there's no rest on Mother's Day"

66. May 13, 2018, Forward
Maha Nassar, "For Palestinians, The Nakba Is Not Just A Tragedy But A Triumph"
67. May 15, 2018, The Hill
Maha Nassar, "How the embassy move widens the partisan divide over Israel"

68. May 18, 2018, Garnet News
Maha Nassar, "Gaza's Remarkable Women"

69. May 19, 2018, The Hill
Joan Gilbert, "Admit the problem: Too many guns are available to anyone in the US"

70. May 23, 2018, World Politics Review
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Why Guatemala’s Anti-Corruption Commission Faces a New Wave of Efforts to Derail It"

71. May 30, 2018, Tucson Sentinel
Elizabeth Oglesby, "What Martha McSally won't tell us about her border bill"

72. June 3, 2018, Face2Face Africa
Randiesia Fletcher-Riggs, "Starbucks: Too many apologies, too little change"

73. June 3, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Elizabeth Oglesby, "Four Questions for Rep. McSally on Central American Migration"

74. June 4, 2018, The Hill
Elizabeth Oglesby, “Five Ways Congress can Address Central American Migration Right Now”

75. June 4, 2018, USA Today
Melanie Gleason, "Trump-Sessions Family Separation is Not Moral Nor Required by Law"

76. June 14, 2018, The Huffington Post
Gabriella Cazares-Kelly, "Higher Education Should Be A Remedy, Not A Tool, For Anti-Native Racism"

77. June 18, 2018, Wired
Catherine Brooks, "Fake Video Will Complicate Justice by Twitter Mob"

78. June 18, 2018, The Conversation
Elizabeth Oglesby, "US communities can suffer long-term consequences after immigration raids"

79. June 18, 2018, The Rick Gibbons Show (Radio Interview)
Elizabeth Oglesby, “Interview on the Rick Gibbens Show on Immigrant Family Separation at the US-Mexico Border”

80. June 20, 2018, The Huffington Post
Melanie Gleason, "What You Can Do to Help Families Separated at the Border"

81. June 21, 2018, The Philadelphia Inquirer (Interview)
Elizabeth Oglesby, "The Place to Save Desperate, Crying Kids Isn't the U.S. Border. It's Honduras and Guatemala"

Joy Baynes, "I was separated from my mother. Here’s how I talk to my son about what’s happening today."

83. June 27, 2018, VICE (Interview)
Elizabeth Oglesby, “The Violence Central Americans Are Fleeing Was Stoked by the US”

84. July 12, 2018, Scientific American
Tracey Osborne, "It's Time to Stop Investing in New Oil and Gas Pipelines"

85. July 20, 2018, Science Magazine (Expert Quote)
Alexandra Tracy-Ramirez, “Here’s the sexual harassment report that felled a famed geneticist—and his defense”
86. August 12, 2018, Arizona Daily Star
Rachel Gallery & Michelle Tellez, "UA must do more to help immigrant, DACA students"

87. August 20, 2018, Rewire
Joy Baynes, "How to Fight Fake ‘Crisis’ Pregnancy Centers When Free Pregnancy Tests Beckon?"

88. Pending, Scientific American
Catherine Brooks, "On Data Security"
PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWSHIP

YEAR 4 (2016-17 TUCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

Ilana Addis  Chief of Staff, Banner University
Liz Baker  Deputy Director, Southern Arizona Research, Science & Engineering Foundation
Amy Burnham Greiner  Founder, AB Design
Gabriela Cervantes  Marketing Manager, AGM Container Controls
Dolores Duran-Cerda  Acting Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor, Pima Community College
Leah Durán  Assistant Professor of Teaching, Learning, & Sociocultural Studies, Univ. of Arizona
Jennifer Earl  Professor of Sociology, University of Arizona
Gail Emrick  Executive Director, Southeast Arizona Area Health Education Center
Andrea Gerlak  Associate Professor of Geography & Development, University of Arizona
Patricia Jackson  Photo-Journalist
Rachana Kamtekar  Research Professor of Philosophy, University of Arizona
Julie Kasper  School Coordinator for K12 Refugee Education, Tucson CENTER
Negar Katirai  Assistant Clinical Professor and Director of Community Law Group, James E Rogers College of Law, University of Arizona
Patricia MacCorquodale  Professor of Gender & Women’s Studies, University of Arizona
Heather Metcalf  Director of Research and Analysis, The Association for Women in Science
Michelle Pitot  Chief of Staff,YWCA of Southern Arizona
Tanisha Price-Johnson  Executive Director of Admissions, University of Arizona
Lisa Soltani  Medical Director for Internal Medicine, El Rio Community Health Center
Kendal Washington White  Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs and Enrollment Management, Dean of Students, Deputy Title IX Coordinator
Ada Wilkinson-Lee  Assistant Professor of Mexican American Studies, University of Arizona

SUCCESSES

1. November 30, 2016, The Hill
Andrea Gerlack, "Potential for agreement? Reinvesting in America’s water infrastructure"

2. December 2, 2016, TIME
Negar Katirai, "Hate Toward Muslims Is Growing and It’s Donald Trump’s Fault"

3. December 9, 2016, The Huffington Post
Jennifer Earl, "I’m Wearing A Safety Pin, And I’m With You"

4. December 10, 2016, Latino Rebels
Dolores Duran-Cerda, "Undocumented Students Fear for Their Futures in Trump’s America"

5. December 12, 2016, The Conversation
Jennifer Earl, "Slacktivism That Works: Small Changes Matter"

Patricia MacCorquodale, "Can We Do the Math on Full-Day Kindergarten?"
7. December 15, 2016, Medium
Michelle Pitot, "Our Voices Matter and Not Just on Reality TV"

8. December 17, 2016, The Hill
Patricia Jackson, "We must keep Social Security for all Americans"

9. December 24, 2016, Salon (Reprint)
Jennifer Earl, "Slacktivism for everyone: How keyboard activism is affecting social movements"

10. December 27, 2016, Truthout
Ada M. Wilkinson-Lee, "Latinos are stressed over President Trump"

Julie Kasper, "Beware of Betsy DeVos, Trump’s Education Secretary"

12. December 30, 2016, Women’s eNews
Patricia MacCorquodale, "7 Ways to Raise Awareness of Violence Against Women"

13. January 5, 2017, Medium
Liz Baker, "Wishing for a Better Year"

Lisa Soltani, "You should save Preventive Services so Preventive Services will be around to save you: retaining a third key provision of the Affordable Care Act"

Gail Emrick, "Trump’s Wall Threatens Last Jaguars in the U.S."

Lisa Soltani & Ilana Addis, "Don’t Gut the Affordable Care Act If You Want Fewer Unintended Pregnancies and Abortions"

17. January 18, 2017, Medium
Patricia Jackson, "Rising our Voices"

Rachana Kamtekar, "Is Money the Root of All Evil? Experts Pick Sides"

Heather Metcalf, "Are women scientists overlooked by journals as peer reviewers?"

20. January 31, 2017, Univision (TV Appearance)
Negar Katirai, "Estadounidense musulmana y casada con mexicano: Trump "nos convierte en algo extraño y ajeno""
21. February 1, 2017, USA Today
Negar Katirai, "Muslim-Mexican Scapegoats in Trump’s America: Voices"

22. February 6, 2017, Ms. Magazine
Negar Katirai, "We Must Protect the Violence Against Women Act"

23. February 8, 2017, KVOA (TV Appearance)
Lisa Soltani, "El Rio Doc says Affordable Care Act works but needs improvement"

24. February 8, 2017, The Hill
Patricia MacCorquodale, "It’s not just Trump's Cabinet but Congress lacks diversity"

Julie Kasper, "Qualified teachers are choosing not to teach in our schools — I am one of them"

26. February 14, 2017, Ms. Magazine
Michelle Pitot, "The Handmaid’s Tale: Fiction or Prediction?"

27. February 15, 2017, The Hill
Jennifer Earl, "Civil asset forfeiture: Fund public defenders instead of the police"

28. February 17, 2017, Medium
Amy Burnham Greiner, "Autistic youths breaking years of silence"

29. February 20, 2017, OZY
Leah Duran, "The Truth About the Word Gap"

30. February 23, 2017, Truthout
Heather Metcalf, "Oscar-Nominated "Hidden Figures" and the Ongoing Legacy of Overlooked Contributions in STEM"

31. February 27, 2017, The Huffington Post
Tanisha Price-Johnson, "Immigration Ban Affects Medical Students"

32. February 27, 2017, NY Magazine (Expert Quote)
Leah Duran, "Why Behavioral Approaches to Fighting Poverty Are So Controversial"

33. March 1, 2017, The Texas Tribune
Negar Katirai, "Family Court is no place for ICE"

34. March 2, 2017, Tucson News Now (TV Appearance)
Liz Baker, "Stem Center opens in Tucson"

35. March 9, 2017, KVOI (Radio Appearance)
Liz Baker, "Interview on The Buckmaster Show"
36. March 11, 2017, **Tucson Festival of Books** (Panel)  
Patricia Lee, "New and Self-Published Authors Panel"

37. March 12, 2017, **KXCI** (Radio Appearance)  
Liz Baker, "Interview on Broad Perspectives Radio"

38. March 13, 2017, **Truthout**  
Patricia MacCorquodale, "Building Bridges, Not Walls"

39. March 15, 2017, **Latino USA**  
Dolores Duran-Cerda, "Immigration Raids Keep Stoking More Fear and Hate"

40. March 15, 2017, **Medium**  
Gabriela Cervantes, "Fake it ‘til you make it: Living as a Fraud"

41. March 16, 2017, **Buzzfeed** (Expert Quote)  
Negar Katirai, "Domestic Abuse Victims Aren’t Coming Forward Because They’re Scared Of Being Deported"

42. March 17, 2017, **KXCI** (Radio Appearance)  
Liz Baker, "Interview on The Weekly Green"

43. March 18, 2017, **The Arizona Daily Star**  
Negar Katirai, "We need unity in Arizona"

44. March 22, 2017, **The Hill**  
Andrea Gerlack, "World Water Day — an agenda of radical change for America’s waters"

45. March 26, 2017, **The Arizona Daily Star** (Expert Quote)  
Liz Baker, "Science fair gives students chance to solve real-world problems"

46. April 1, 2017, **The Washington Post**  
Patricia MacCorquodale, "The Masquerade of School Choice: A Parent’s Story"

47. April 4, 2017, **Rewire**  
Ilana Addis, "First, Do No Harm: Why Anti-Trans Discrimination in Health Care Must End"

48. April 4, 2017, **KGUN** (TV Appearance)  
Liz Baker, "How to Donate Locally This Arizona Gives Day"

49. April 11, 2017, **Truthout’s Buzzflash**  
Patricia Jackson, "Airstrikes on Syria Are the Latest Reason We Need to Start Learning Peace"

50. April 13, 2017, **Latino USA**  
Gail Emrick, "We Can’t Turn Our Back on Central American Refugees: They Are Also Children of God"
51. April 21, 2017, March for Science (Panel)
Liz Baker, "Challenges and Successes in K-12 Science Education"

52. April 23, 2017, KXCI (Radio Appearance)
Ada M. Wilkinson-Lee, "Celebrando la Mujer: Noche de Resistencia"

Tanisha Price-Johnson, "YWCA has been fighting 100 years to help all Southern Arizonans thrive"

Jennifer Earl, "Even female Supreme Court justices are interrupted when speaking"

Ilana Addis, "We Could Now See Cervical Cancer Rates Increase"

Patricia MacCorquodale, "Lessons learned from my adopted Latina daughter"

57. May 9, 2017, Latino Rebels
Gabriela Cervantes, "Four Things You Didn’t Know About the Border"

58. May 12, 2017, Women’s eNews
Patricia Jackson, "This Mother’s Day, Let’s Push for Peace"

59. May 12, 2017, TRT World
Amy Burnham Greiner, "The UK is turning its back on the most vulnerable group of refugees"

60. May 12, 2017, Garnet News
Negar Katirai, "Who are the real bad hombres?"

61. May 12, 2017, The Hill
Negar Katirai, "Sanctuary cities are not breaking the law"

Heather Metcalf, "Science Must Clean Up Its Act"

63. May 22, 2017, She Knows
Liz Baker, "Prince Harry Calls Attention to Childhood Trauma"

64. May 23, 2017, Garnet News
Patricia MacCorquodale, "Back to the future with the Nevada Senate"

Julie Kasper & Patricia MacCorquodale, "Underpaid: My Colleagues and I are Frequently Advised to Marry a Doctor or a Lawyer"
Patricia Jackson, "Healthcare for All of Us"

Leah Duran, "Bring Back Bilingual Education in Arizona"

68. June 7, 2017, Medium
Patricia Jackson, "Healthcare Everyone In Insurance Companies Out"

Rachana Kamtekar, "UA budget cuts definitely do affect educational quality"

Andrea Gerlak, "Rural America left out of Trump's water infrastructure plan"

Michelle Pitot, "White fragility will not protect you from accountability"

Gail Emrick, "Random violence vs. the risk of domestic partner violence"

73. June 18, 2017, San Jose Mercury News
Patricia Jackson, "TIME to awaken LGBT pride and take on the Census Bureau"

74. June 27, 2017, The Huffington Post
Michelle Pitot, "Schools Should Be Safe For All"

75. June 27, 2017, Latino USA
Gabriela Cervantes, "Non-English Languages Become Mainstream Very ‘Despacito’"

Lisa Soltani, "Arizonan Lawmakers: Don't take healthcare from our citizens"

77. June 29, 2017, Alternet
Patricia Jackson, "History Has Already Prepared Us For Resistance, If Only We'd Listen"

78. July 13, 2017, Garnet News
Amy Burnham Greiner, "Futures of Most Vulnerable Americans at Risk"

79. July 17, 2017, Truthout's Buzzflash
Patricia Jackson, "From Korea to Mosul, the US Tradition of "Collateral Damage" Drags On"

80. July 17, 2017, TRT World
Rachana Kamtekar, "Trump and Modi's silence on hate crimes provides shelter for criminals"
Heather Metcalf, "I Almost Died Because of Medical Bias and I'm Not Alone"

82. August 1, 2017, Alternet
Patricia Jackson, "Does Seattle Have the Solution for America's Crippling Income Inequality?"

83. August 1, 2017, Truthout
Patricia MacCorquodale, "Everyone deserves care: Insisting on compassion in the face of Congressional cruelty"

84. August 8, 2017, Latina Lista
Ada M. Wilkinson-Lee, "Color-shaming is alive and (still) hurtful among Latina's today"

85. August 9, 2017, Garnet News
Patricia MacCorquodale, "You have to be taught to hate"

86. August 10, 2017, Truthout’s Buzzflash
Patricia Jackson, "How Do We Get Our Voting Rights Back?"

87. August 18, 2017, Senior Planet
Tanisha Price-Johnson, "Caring for Campa"
YEAR 3 (2015-16 TUCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

SHIRIN D. ANTIA
Professor, Department of Disability & Psychoeducational Studies, Univ. of Arizona

PALOMA INÉS BEAMER
Associate Professor of Public Health, Chem & Environmental Engineering, Bio5 Institute, University of Arizona

CARRIE BRENNAN
Educational Leader, CITY Center for Collaborative Learning

ANN MARIE CHIASSON
Assistant Director, Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine, University of Arizona

MIMI COOMLER
Gender CEO, Children’s Clinics

MARTHA W. GILLILAND
Founder and Executive Director, Ben’s Bells Project

CINDY GODWIN
Founder, Leadership for Possibilities: A Space for Accelerating Personal Growth

E. LIANE HERNANDEZ
Founder and Chief of Happiness Advocate, Path to Happiness

MELANIE HINGLE
Assistant Professor, Department of Nutritional Sciences, University of Arizona

PAM HOPMAN
Founder and President, The Hopman Group, LLC

KRISTINE A. HUSKEY
Director, Veterans Advocacy Law Clinic, Univ. of Arizona College of Law

JEANNETTE MARÉ
Education Leader, CITY Center for Collaborative Learning

JUDITH MCDANIEL
Community Life Director, YWCA Southern Arizona

KRISTA MILLAY
Asst. Dean of Students; Director, Women’s Resource Center, University of Arizona

BETH MITCHNECK
Professor, School of Geography and Development, University of Arizona

SOFIA MARTINEZ RAMOS
Adjunct Faculty, Mexican American Studies, University of Arizona

TRICIA R. SERIO
Professor, Department Head, Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Arizona

STEPHANIE SKLAR
CEO, Sonoran Institute

MOLLY STRANAHAHN
CRPC, The Hopman Group LLC

PHYLLIS CLARK TAQUA
Associate Professor, University of Arizona

SUCCESES

1. November 20, 2015, The Hill
Melanie Hingle, "Next Time You’re Searching for Something to Eat, Shop your Refrigerator First"

2. November 25, 2015, Slant News
Liane Hernandez, "Here’s How Thanksgiving Can Change The Life Of An Ex-Felon"

3. December 1, 2015, Fox News Latino
Sofia Martinez Ramos, "Student Protesters Should Consider Careers as College Presidents"

4. December 2, 2015, The Hill
Martha Winters Gilliland, "Global Warming Can Lead to Economic Development"

5. December 8, 2015, PBS Next Avenue
Martha Winters Gilliland, "Why You Should Vacation With Your Grandkids"

6. December 14, 2016, Quartz
Ann Marie, "If You are Nearing Death and Want to Live Longer, Don’t Go to the Emergency Room"
Krista Millay, "Want to Prevent Sexual Assault on College Campuses? Let's Start With Our Kindergarteners"

8. December 15, 2015, Truthout
Phyllis Taoua, "Trump is Even More Extreme than France's Far Right Marine Le Pen"

Tricia Serio, "We're Heading for Scientific Discovery Shutdown"

10. December 16, 2015, American Society of Microbiologists (Feature)
Tricia Serio, "We're Heading for Scientific Discovery Shutdown"

Kristine Huskey, "A Dishonorable Discharge Process"

12. December 17, 2015, TIME
Molly Shanahan, "Buying Christmas Gifts won't make you Happier"

Shirin Antia, "Education for Children with Disabilities is a Global Right"

14. December 28, 2015, Women's eNews
Judith McDaniel, "Patriarchy is the Only Way to Explain Pregnancy Politics"

15. January 1, 2016, KXCI Community Radio (Radio)
Liane Hernandez, "On Community Advocacy"

16. January 3, 2016, Quartz
Jeannette Mare, "Want to be a better, happier human in 2016? Let yourself be sad"

Phyllis Taoua, "Why Should We Care About Democracy in Africa? What the Recent Election in Burkina Faso Can Teach Us"

Tricia Serio, "How Parents Can Ward Against Imposter Syndrome"

19. January 8, 2016, Women's eNews
Krista Millay, "My 5 Pocket-Sized Feminist Resolutions for 2016"

Martha Winters Gilliland, "Pima Community College Is Us"

21. January 13, 2016, Medium
Melanie Hingle, "The Customer is Not Always Right"
Tricia Serio, "Why Can’t We Have More Productive Conversations?"

23. January 22, 2016, *The Hill*
Judith McDaniel, "Religious Exemptions or Equal Protection in Education?"

24. January 21, 2016, *USA Today*
Cindy Godwin, "The Coming Avalanche of Autistic Adults"

25. January 22, 2016, *Foreign Affairs*
Beth Mitchneck, "How to Help Internally Displaced Refugees"

Liane Hernandez, "Legislature Should Support Early Childhood Education, Health Care"

Krista Millay, "Want to Make Consent Sexy? Try Using Sex Toys"

28. February 1, 2016, *The Huffington Post*
Tricia Serio, "What We Need Is More Ideas and Less Ideology"

29. February 9, 2016, *ETC Journal*
Judith McDaniel, "Creating Community in an Online Classroom: Part 1 – Getting to Know You"

30. February 10, 2016, *PBS Next Avenue*
Melanie Hingle, "Tens of Thousands of Health Apps — Which One Is Right for You?"

31. February 17, 2016, *Arizona Daily Star*
Sofia Martinez Ramos, "Don't Use 'Illegal' to Describe People"

32. February 13, 2016, *The Huffington Post*
Stephanie Sklar, "Candidates and Climate Change"

33. February 15, 2016, *The Huffington Post*
Beth Mitchneck, "Student and Faculty Diversity Movements--Apart and Together"

34. February 18, 2016, *The Hill*
Paloma Beamer, "Other Worries in Addition to Lead in the Water"

35. February 19, 2016, *Slant News*
Pam Hopman, "We Should be Hounding Congress about the New Social Security Rules"

36. February 20, 2016, *The World Post*
Phyllis Taoua, "Why Niger’s Election Matters"

37. February 20, 2016, *The Huffington Post*
Phyllis Taoua, "Why Niger’s Election Matters"

38. February 22, 2016, **US News & World Report**
   Tricia Serio, "To Cure Cancer, Start Simply"

39. February 23, 2016, **ETC Journal**

40. February 25, 2016, **ETC Journal**

41. March 2, 2016, **TIME**
   Judith McDaniel, "Don’t Let Campus Carry Destroy Classroom Discussions"

42. March 2, 2016, **Arizona Daily Star**
   Mimi Coomler, "Time for Arizona to Reinstate KidsCare"

43. March 2, 2016, **The Huffington Post**
   Tricia Serio, "Time for Women To Reveal Their Secrets on Work-Life Balance"

44. March 6, 2016, **The Arizona Republic**
   Jeannette Mare, "Kindness Sounds Soft But it is Anything But"

45. March 8, 2016, **The Conversation**
   Phyllis Taoua, "What Does Ghana Have to Celebrate in its 59th Year of Independence?"

46. March 14, 2016, **Stars & Stripes**
   Kristine Huskey, "Candidates too Eager to Strain Military"

47. March 8, 2016, **The Huffington Post**
   Carrie Brennan, "Why Good Schools Are Happy Places"

   Beth Mitchneck, "Not So Rosy Campus Race Relations"

49. April 5, 2016, **The Huffington Post**
   Martha Winters Gilliland, "My Daughter’s Decision to Foster Children"

50. April 8, 2016, **Elephant Journal**
   Cindy Godwin, "Emotional Support Animals Can Take Our Pain Away"

51. April 7, 2016, **University of Arizona** (Feature)
   Beth Mitchneck, "Toward a More Inclusive STEM Workplace"

52. April 8, 2016, **Science**
Beth Mitchneck, "A Recipe For Change: Creating A More Inclusive Academy"

53. April 6, 2016, Quartz
Pam Hopman, "Tax Tips Your Accountant May Have Missed"

54. April 22, 2016, Ms. Magazine
Melanie Hingle & Krista Millay, "Some Bloody Good Feminism for Earth Day"

55. April 26, 2016, Nature
Tricia Serio, "Speak up about Subtle Sexism in Science"

56. April 30, 2016, ASBMB Today (Interview)
Tricia Serio, "On Sexism in Science"

57. April 27, 2016, Truthout
Liane Hernandez, "What is Your First Memory on Race?"

58. April 29, 2016, Senior Planet
Judith McDaniel, "Climbing in My Seventies"

59. May 4, 2016, The Conversation
Phyllis Taoua, "How the U.S. Can Help Africa Fight Terrorism by Helping Local Activists"

60. May 4, 2016, Mail & Guardian Africa (Reprint)
Phyllis Taoua, "How the U.S. Can Help Africa Fight Terrorism by Helping Local Activists"

61. May 4, 2016, The New Age (Reprint)
Phyllis Taoua, "How the U.S. Can Help Africa Fight Terrorism by Helping Local Activists"

62. May 4, 2016, The Daily Sun (Reprint)
Phyllis Taoua, "How the U.S. Can Help Africa Fight Terrorism by Helping Local Activists"

63. May 4, 2016, SABC News (Reprint)
Phyllis Taoua, "How the U.S. Can Help Africa Fight Terrorism by Helping Local Activists"

64. May 5, 2016, The Chronicle of Higher Education
Tricia Serio, "The Magic Mix of Mentorship That Worked for Me"

65. May 6, 2016, The Hill
Beth Mitchneck, "How to Stop Bias and Start Change in STEM"

Beth Mitchneck, "Campus Tour Guides Should Know the Facts About Sexual Assault"

67. May 12, 2016, The Los Angeles Times
Ann Marie Chiasson, "Why Many Hospice Doctors like me Won't Participate in Legal Physician Assisted Suicide"

68. May 13, 2016, Arizona Daily Star
Carrie Brennan, "Channel Your Inner Pragmatist and Vote Yes on Prop 123"

69. May 14, 2016, The Hill
Tricia Serio and Martha Gilliland, "Money for Something: Why We Can and Must Increase College Graduation Rates"

70. May 15, 2016, Truthout
Judith McDaniel, "The Supreme Court Is at Stake: Why the Presidential Election Matters"

71. May 16, 2016, The Huffington Post
Carrie Brennan, "Our Ordinary Lives Raising Extraordinary Children"

72. May 16, 2016, Truthout
Paloma Beamer, "Water Is Our Life: How a Mining Disaster Affected the Navajo Nation"

73. May 16, 2016, Motto
Paloma Beamer, "Why You Should Display Your Diploma"

74. May 18, 2016, Medium
Stephanie Sklar, "Parents like a Polar Bear"

75. May 19, 2016, Arizona Daily Star
Krista Millay, "Want to Make America Great Again? Let's Try Empathy"

76. May 27, 2016, TIME
Kristine Huskey, "Military Spouses and Kids Bear the Burden of Service"

77. June 10, 2016, The Influence
Cindy Godwin, "Can the Powerful Pull of Role-Playing Games Be Used to Help People With Autism, Like My Daughter?"

78. June 13, 2016, Medium
Judith McDaniel, "We need an ACT-UP for Gun Control"

79. June 14, 2016, The Huffington Post
Judith McDaniel, "Lessons From the Progressive Peoples’ Party"

80. June 14, 2016, The Hill
Martha Winters Gilliland, "Energy Independence: it's our choice"

81. June 11, 2016, The World Post
Judith McDaniel and Martha Gilliland, "The Case for an International Environmental Court"
82. June 17, 2016, The Hill
Pam Hopman, "Everyone's a winner: funding Social Security with lottery"

83. June 17, 2016, PBS Next Avenue
Krista and Tom Millay, "Why We Run: A Father-Daughter Reflection on Gender and Aging"

84. June 17, 2016, The Huffington Post
Krista Millay, "On Brock Turner, Ken Starr, and Sending your Daughter Off to College"

85. June 21, 2016, Arizona Daily Star
Sofia Martinez Ramos, "Use Progress as Fuel in Ongoing Struggle for LGBTQ Equality"

86. June 21, 2016, Arizona Daily Star
Sofia Martinez Ramos, "Use Progress as Fuel in Ongoing Struggle for LGBTQ Equality"

87. July 05, 2016, NPR's "Growing Bolder" (Radio)
Judith McDaniel, "Life as a Mountain Climber"

88. July 06, 2016, The Advocate
Judith McDaniel, "LGBT Equality Includes the Right to Live Without Gun Violence"

89. July 18, 2016, AZ Daily Star (Quote)
Carrie Brennan, "Tucson Charters City High, Paulo Freire Form Collaborative"

90. July 19, 2016, Huffington Post
Judith McDaniel, "When Did He Become a Threat?"

91. July 26, 2016, Womens eNews
Cindy Godwin, "Do You Really Want to Help Superbugs? Think Twice About Antibiotics"

92. August 03, 2016, Womens eNews
Paloma Beamer, "Your Coworker May Be Concealing Her Multiple Sclerosis"

Melanie Hingle & Tricia Serio, "The Unintended Consequences of Seeking Tenure"

94. August 11, 2016, Fox News Latino
Sofia Martinez Ramos, "Fight Voter Suppression, Go Vote!"

95. August 17, 2016, The Arizona Republic
Martha Gilliland, “My Turn: ‘Streamlining’ foster care is government speak for cutting services”

96. August 21, 2016, Medium
97. August 24, 2016, *Foreign Affairs*
Beth Mitchneck, “Europe's Forgotten Refugees”

98. August 26, 2016, *KVOI 1030's Bill Buckmatser Show* (Radio)
Beth Mitchneck, “Chamber Pushes for More Nonstop Air Service”

YEAR 2 (2014-15 TUCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

LINDSAY ABBOTT  Behavioral Health Analyst
EDNA MEZA AGUIRRE  Regional Associate Development Director, Planned Parenthood Arizona
ROSI ANDRADE  Associate Research Professor, Southwest Institute for Research on Women,
ADELE BARKER  Professor, Russian Studies, University of Arizona
SHERI BAUMAN  Professor and Director, Counseling Graduate Program, University of Arizona
SUZANNE DOVI  Associate Professor, School of Government & Public Policy, University of Arizona
MARY HARTMAN  Founding Director & Senior Scholar, Institute for Women's Leadership, Rutgers
TERESA COWAN JONES  Executive and Life Coach, TC Jones Coaching
KATE KENSKI  Associate Professor, Communication and Government & Public Policy, Univ. of Arizona
ALEX CIS SPENCER LOPEZ  Therapist, Lecturer and Owner, A Transformative Touch Wellness Center
RAIN A M. MAIER  Professor, Environmental Microbiology in the Department of Soil, Water and Environmental Science, University of Arizona
VICTORIA MAIZES  Executive Director, Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine, Professor, Univ. of Arizona
CARMEN MARRIOTT  Instructor and Consultant in Hazardous Waste Management
CECILE MCKEE  Associate Dean for Research, College of Social & Behavioral Science, Univ. of Arizona
EVAN MENDELSON  Executive Director, The David & Lura Lovell Foundation
ANNA OCHOA O'LEYAR  Associate Professor, Mexican American Studies, University of Arizona
STEPHANIE A PARKER  Disability Justice Advocate
LAURA PENNY  Community Activist for Women and Girls
NANCY K. SWEITZER  Director, Sarver Heart Center; Chief, Division of Cardiology; Professor of Medicine,
AMANDA TACHINE  Co-Founder, Native American Higher Education Research Initiative

SUCCESSES

   Anna Ochoa O’Leary, "Family values and deportation don’t go together"

2. December 12, 2014, Global Post
   Adele Barker, "10 years on, Sri Lanka still shows scars from the wrath of tsunami"

3. December 16, 2014, CNN
   Alexcis Spencer Lopez, "3 ways to emotionally survive visits with family during holidays"

   Stephanie Parker, "ABLE: Opening doors of economic inclusion for persons with disabilities"

5. December 17, 2014, Women’s eNews
   Sheri Bauman, "High Court to Rule on Violent Social Media Threats"

   Amanda Tachine, "Native Americans in Higher Education Are More Than Just an Asterisk"
7. December 26, 2014, **Beacon Broadside, Beacon Press Blog**
Adele Barker, "10 years on, Sri Lanka still shows scars from the wrath of tsunami"

8. December 30, 2014, **Quartz**
Alexcis Spencer Lopez, "Why our New Year’s resolutions are all wrong"

9. January 5, 2015, **Latina Lista**
Edna Meza Aguirre, "Latina Perspective: Fighting to breathe"

10. January 8, 2015, **The Huffington Post**
Cecile McKee, "Tweak the ADA again"

11. January 17, 2015, **Arizona Daily Star**
Sheri Bauman, "Start thinking about college before high school"

12. January 19, 2015, **San Antonio Express News**
Sheri Bauman, "Homophobic bullying can be deadly"

13. January 20, 2015, **Quartz**
Suzanne Dovi, "We have collective amnesia on race; I blame Chris Rock"

Suzanne Dovi, "The new mandatory civics exams are asking all the wrong questions. Here are the right ones"

15. January 29, 2015, **The Houston Chronicle**
Suzanne Dovi, "The new mandatory civics exams are asking all the wrong questions. Here are the right ones"

16. February 2, 2015, **Pacific Standard**
Carmen Marriot, "We Have to Stop Hoarding Hazardous Waste"

17. February 17, 2015, **Arizona Daily Star**
Teresa Cowan Jones, "What if we could disagree, but still talk?"

18. February 17, 2015, **Mother Jones (Mention)**
Suzanne Dovi, "Forget Bribery and Blackmail, Job Offers Are the Real Corruption in Politics"

19. February 17, 2015, **The Los Angeles Times**
Suzanne Dovi, "Want to influence a member of congress? Dangle a K Street Job"

20. February 17, 2015, **The Hill**
Victoria Maizes, "Leave Supplements On Shelves and Create Better Oversight"

21. February 18, 2015, **Aces Too High**
Sheri Bauman, "Schools need policies to deal with teachers who bully"

22. February 18, 2015, Arizona Wildcat (Quote)
Suzanne Dovi, "New era, same ol ERA"

23. February 19, 2015, San Antonio Express News
Stephanie Parker, "Obesity is a real disability"

24. February 23, 2015, Women's eNews
Sheri Bauman, "Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Puts Me in a Minority"

25. February 23, 2015, The Huffington Post
Adele Barker, "American Sniper Misfires at the Oscars"

26. February 24, 2015, The Huffington Post
Cecile McKee, "Thanks to the Academy...Yawn"

27. February 25, 2015, Truth Out
Sheri Bauman, "Underpaying Adjuncts Hurts Full-Time Professors and Students Too"

28. February 26, 2015, Talking Points Memo
Suzanne Dovi, "We Need a Matching Fund for Democratic Nation Building"

29. February 27, 2015, Arizona Daily Star
Anna Ochoa O'Leary, "Issuing Dreamers drivers licenses tied to productive future"

30. March 2, 2015, Arizona Daily Star
Cecile McKee, "We're all liars"

31. March 4, 2015, University of Arizona News
Cecile McKee, "Spocks' Humanity was Nimoy's Gift"

32. March 5, 2015, The Hill
Kate Kenski, "In civility gets noticed, but it doesn’t get things done"

33. March 6, 2015, Latina Lista
Anna Ochoa O'Leary, "Guest Voz: Women’s History Month must honor Latinas"

34. March 8, 2015, Women's eNews
Mary Hartman, "This Women's Movement, Now, Is for Everyone"

35. March 9, 2015, The Huffington Post
Rosi Andrade, "A crisis in Vision"

36. March 11, 2015, Global Post
Adele Barker, "Nemtsov murder evokes memories of unsolved killings of those who dared to speak out"
37. March 18, 2015, *Hoy*
Anna Ochoa O'Leary, "Obama comparte un legado con Roosevelt"

38. March 18, 2015, *Truthout*
Suzi Dovi, "Putting Abusers in the Dog House"

Edna Meza Aguirre, "Permission Slip Abortion Bill Is Devious Strategy"

40. March 26, 2015, *The Hill*
Amanda Tachine & Suzanne Dovi, "Arizona’s political industrial prison complex"

41. April 3, 2015, *Dallas Morning News*
Stephanie Parker, "Still fighting for equality and fair housing"

42. April 3, 2015, *Quartz*
Victoria Maizes, "How I discovered a coffee pot was making my patient sick"

43. April 3, 2015, *The Huffington Post*
Lindsay Abbott, "Another school vacation...?"

44. April 9, 2015, *Environmental Professionals of Arizona (Keynote Speech)*
Carmen Marriot, "What's happening around the world with hazardous waste: the good, the bad, the ugly"

45. April 13, 2015, *CNN*
Victoria Maizes, "Time For the Girl Scouts to Toss the Cookies"

46. April 15, 2015, *The Hill*
Sheri Bauman, "Revenge porn laws need to do more than punish the offenders"

47. April 15, 2015, *Talking Points Memo*
Suzanne Dovi, "How We Can Lower Corporate Taxes For The Right Reasons"

48. April 22, 2015, *The Women's Foundation of Southern Arizona Annual Luncheon (Keynote Speech)*
Laura Penny, "Honored as a voice that has motivated others and enacted change"

49. April 22, 2015, *The Huffington Post*
Sheri Bauman, "Educators Need to Rethink Punishment"

50. April 22, 2015, *Arizona Daily Star*
Evan Mendelson, "Let's Embrace Tucson's Memorial Designs"

51. April 22, 2015, *Scientific American*
Raina Maier, "What About Earth's Microbiome?"

52. April 24, 2015, *WKXCI (Radio)*
Teresa Cowan Jones, "Kathy Rivers Show"

53. April 27, 2015, Medium
Sheri Bauman, "Why Don’t Witnesses Intervene?"

54. April 30, 2015, Pacific Standard
Adele Barker, "The Stories We Tell: Adopting From a Troubled Country"

55. May 3, 2015, Arizona Daily Star (Letter to the Editor)
Laura Penny, "Ducey, a case for funding state universities"

56. May 7, 2015, Women's eNews
Rosi Andrade, "In Mexico, Domestic Workers' Story Is Rags to Rags"

57. May 11, 2015, American Prospect
Suzanne Dovi, "Asylum Seekers in Family Detention"

58. May 12, 2015, Women's eNews
Sheri Bauman, "For the Sound of Gender Bias, Check My Phone Mail"

59. May 15, 2015, Senior Planet
Carmen Marriott, "Outside My Comfort Zone: On becoming a goalie at age 60"

60. May 16, 2015, Elephant
Alexcis Spencer Lopez, "Emotional Health: Do You Accept Your Inner Hulk?"

61. May 21, 2015, Quartz
Cecile McKee, "Five things you can do to deal with water shortage in the American West"

62. May 24, 2015, Publico Portugal (Interview)
Sheri Bauman, "Kids learn that the most aggressive person has the most power (Portuguese)"

63. May 30, 2015, The Huffington Post
Alexcis Spencer Lopez, "Words Get in the Way: Three Ways To Be A Better Communicator"

64. June 1, 2015, The Scientist Magazine (Expert Quote)
Raina Maier, "Speaking of Science"

65. June 6, 2015, Al Jazeera America
Amanda Tachine, "Native PhDs bring fresh approach to academic study"

66. June 18, 2015, The Hill
Stephanie Parker & Rosi Andrade, "Silent epidemic: The incarceration of the seriously mentally ill"

Edna Meza Aguirre, "Choice can be Christian"
68. July 1, 2015, **Association of Fundraising Professionals, Southern Arizona Chapter (Award)**
   Edna Meza Aguirre, "National Philanthropy Day award of Outstanding Fundraising Executive"

69. July 4, 2015, **Quartz**
   Victoria Maizes, "Your Heartburn Meds May Be As Bad as Hot Dogs"

70. July 14, 2015, **Elephant**
   Alexcis Spencer Lopez, "Words Get in the Way: Why Being A Good Listener Isn't Always a Good Thing"

71. July 22, 2015, **The Hill**
   Anna Ochoa O'Leary, "Trump’s immigrant-bashing omits that business owners like him are to blame"

72. July 24, 2015, **Truth Out**
   Carmen Marriot, "US Failures in Electronic Waste Regulation Threaten Health at Home and Abroad"

73. August 5, 2015, **Women’s eNews**
   Suzanne Dovi, "Women Need a Department of Self Defense"

74. August 6, 2015, **San Francisco Chronicle**
   Stephanie Parker, "Interactive Mapping can help people with disabilities"

75. August 18, 2015, **The Huffington Post**
   Laura Penny, “My trip-ups with disabled colleagues are built into our language”

76. August 19, 2015, **The Huffington Post**
   Amanda Tachine, “An Open Letter to Native College Students”

77. September 1, 2015, **Women’s eNews**
   Anna Ochoa O'Leary and Edna Meza Aguirre, “Planned Parenthood Is Crucial for Immigrant Women”
YEAR 1 (2013-14 TUCSON PUBLIC VOICES FELLOWS)

PATTI CALDWELL Executive Director, Our Family Services
ANA CHRISTINA IDDINGS Associate Professor of Language, Literacy and Culture, University of Arizona
REGINA DEIL-AMEN Associate Professor, Educational Policy Studies & Practice, University of Arizona
MINDY J. FAIN Anne & Alden Hart Professor of Medicine and Co-Director, Arizona Center on Aging, University of Arizona
ISABEL G. GARCIA Director, Pima County Legal Defender’s Office and Co-Chair, Derechos Humanos
MAURA GROGAN Grogan/Cornell Consulting
LEILA HUDSON Associate Professor, School of Middle Eastern & North African Studies, Univ. of Arizona
DAISY M. JENKINS President, Daisy Jenkins and Associates
JILL KOYAMA Assistant Professor, Educational Policy Studies & Practice, University of Arizona
DIANA LIVERMAN Co-Director, Institute of the Environment, University of Arizona
ANN W. LOVELL Vice President, Women Moving Millions
SUZANNE MCFARLIN Executive Director and Leadership Coach, Greater Tucson Leadership
ELLEN McMahan Executive Director, University of Arizona School of Art
ANN M. MASTERGEORGE Associate Professor, Early Childhood Extension Specialist, Family Studies and Human Development, University of Arizona
COLLEEN MEYER NICUM Vice President of Education Policy, Southern Arizona Leadership Council
LAURA SHAW Sr. Vice President, Marketing & Communications, Tucson Regional Economic Opportunities
ELISE COLLINS SHIELDS Founder/CEO, Common Well Institute International, Inc.
SARAH SMALLHOUSE President, Thomas R. Brown Foundations

SUCCESSES

1. November 23, 2013, Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association (Presentation)
   Jill Koyama, “Cutting class: Neoliberal formations and the private education industry”

2. November 25, 2013, Teachers College Media Center (Expert Quote)
   Jill Koyama, “Wither the future of anthropology?”

3. November 29, 2013, Anthropology Teachers College (Blog)
   Jill Koyama, “Ethnography as a radical activity”

4. November 2013, Governor’s Award for Innovation (Award)
   Sarah Smallhouse, Accepted on behalf of the Thomas R. Brown Foundations

   Patti Caldwell, “Arizona sees spike in kids placed in foster care”

6. December 23, 2013, Ebony
   Daisy M. Jenkins, “Teaching black girls to be beautiful”
Patti Caldwell, “Homelessness lets dubious Tucson charity go on”

Daisy M. Jenkins, “Welfare of children must be 2014 priority”

Daisy M. Jenkins, Appointed by City Council as a Commissioner of the City of Tucson Human Relations Commission

Sarah Smallhouse

Jill Koyama, “In the war on poverty, don’t forget refugees”

Regina Deil-Amen, “How for-profit institutions peddle college to the poor”

Daisy M. Jenkins, “Justice department’s anti-smoking efforts exclude black media”

14. February 2, 2014, USA Today
Maura Grogan, “Olympics lack parity for female athletes”

15. February 2, 2014, The Huffington Post
Ann M. Mastergeorge, “The importance of everyday interactions for early brain development”

Diana Liverman, “Globalization and weather—why sun belters shouldn’t gloat”

Patti Caldwell, “Forum, moderated by NPR’s Neal Conan, to address poverty in Tucson”

18. February 13, 2014, University of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law (Panelist)
Daisy M. Jenkins, “School to prison for black youth”

19. February 14, 2014, ESPN
Maura Grogan, “Olympic OK crucial for growth”

20. February 20, 2014, University of Arizona African American Student Association (Speaker)
Daisy M. Jenkins, “The value of mentoring”

21. February 20, 2014, Al Jazeera America
Ana Christina da Silva Iddings, “Disappearance of play in early childhood ED”
Jill Koyama, “Stop performing random acts of kindness”

Jill Koyama, “Arizona’s bill doesn’t uphold religious freedom, it sanctions discrimination”

24. March 2014, Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College, Arizona State University (Keynote Speech)
Jill Koyama, “Power, policy, and progressivism: Rethinking the ‘local’ in educational reform”

25. March 7, 2014, The Institute for Research and Education on Women and Gender (Keynote Speech)
Jill Koyama, “Not working 9 to 5: Refugee women and the US workforce”

26. March 2014, Pima County Bond Committee (Presentation)
Sarah Smallhouse, “Buffelgrass”

27. March 1, 2014, Tucson Urban League First Annual Equal Opportunity Day Dinner (Master of Ceremonies Speech and Award)
Daisy M. Jenkins, “Urban League’s 2014 Henry Quinto Award” accepted on behalf of the University of Arizona President’s African American Advisory Council

28. March 1, 2014, University of Arizona, “New Leadership Arizona” (Keynote Speech)
Daisy M. Jenkins, “Professional and career journey”

29. March 4, 204, The Arizona Daily Star (Expert Quote)
Patti Caldwell, “Open Inn, which finds shelter for homeless Tucson youths, is closing”

Colleen Meyer Niccum, “Community support is key to TUSD success”

Diana Liverman, “The wolves in our dogs”

Elise Collins Shields, “The Pentagon’s shameful culture of sexual assault can still be uprooted”

Patti Caldwell, “Community leaders take next steps to combat poverty”

Daisy M. Jenkins, “Our schools should be vanguards of racial tolerance”

35. March 19, 2014, Al Jazeera America
Leila Hudson, “Fascist symbolism in the Middle East”

36. March 29, 2014, University of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law (Panelist)
Daisy M. Jenkins, Impact of a legal education of future career opportunities
Sarah Smallhouse, “Why the Arizona legislature is a hothouse for odd laws”

38. April 8, 2014, *Talking Points Memo*
Regina Deil-Amen, “The real problem with the SAT is that we emphasize it too much”

Mindy J. Fain, MD, “AZ Illustrated”

40. April 9, 2014, *The Huffington Post*
Elise Collins Shields, “Rwandan genocide: Remembering the “other” casualties”

41. April 10, 2014, *Up and Comer Awards (Speech)*
Suzanne McFarlin

42. April 11, 2014, *League of Women Voters annual “Issues and Eggs” Breakfast (Keynote Speech)*
Daisy M. Jenkins, Regional talent and the opportunity to fill talent gaps with a diverse talent pool

43. April 12, 2014, *Reuters*
Jill Koyama, “The right way to help minority boys”

Diana Liverman, Mentioned Public Voices Fellowship in her application

Leila Hudson, “AZ House votes to back Israel’s West Bank claims”

46. April 17, 2014, *The Pacific Standard*
Jill Koyama, “Why so many children of immigrants are going hungry”

47. April 18, 2014, *KGUN 9 TV (Expert Quote)*
Patti Caldwell, “Missing 14-year-old girl found safe”

48. April 18, 2014, *CNN*
Jill Koyama, “We need federal, not state gun policy”

49. April 22, 2014, *BizTucson (Interview)*
Daisy M. Jenkins, Interviewed about regional talent as a result of chairing the TREO Talent Committee for the 2014 Economic Blueprint Update

50. April 22, 2014, *The Atlantic*
Diana Liverman, “What are the economic consequences of climate change?”

51. April 23, 2014, *The Huffington Post*
Laura Shaw, “Three ways to fill high-skill jobs”
52. April 24, 2014, The Huffington Post
Leila Hudson, “How Putin is outmaneuvering Obama in Syria and Ukraine”

53. April, 25, 2014, The University of Arizona Miraval Institute (Conference Organizer)
Mindy J. Fain, MD, “Preparing for an Aging World”

54. May 1, 2014, The Huffington Post
Daisy M. Jenkins, “SCOTUS gave affirmative action last rites, up to us to retrieve it”

55. May 6, 2014, Fem2Pt0
Suzanne McFarlin, “Honoring change agent mothers”

56. May 6, 2014, The Huffington Post
Colleen Meyer Niccum, “For Teacher Appreciation Week, let’s vow to invest, reward, and respect teachers”

57. May 7, 2014, The Pacific Standard
Jill Koyama, “Racism 101: Let’s talk about diversity and prejudice in America’s public schools”

Diana Liverman, “Climate change hitting home, White House report led by UA says”

Ann W. Lovell, “The promise of mandatory community service”

60. May 14, 2014, Women’s eNews

61. May 22, 2014, Women’s eNews
Ann W. Lovell, “For can-do at Cannes, female directors need money”

62. June 16, 2014, 14th World Association of Infant Mental Health Congress (Speech)
Ann M. Mastergeorge, “The still-face paradigm and bidirectionality: Associations with maternal sensitivity, self-esteem and infant emotional reactivity”

63. June 3, 2014, The Huffington Post (Expert Quote)
Isabel G. Garcia, “Here’s an immigrant imprisonment program that Obama could stop without Congress”

64. June 4, 2014, The Los Angeles Times
Mindy J. Fain, MD, “Want better healthcare? Have doctors make house calls”

65. June 5, 201, Arizona Community Foundation (Speech)
Ann Lovell, “Collaborative Funding: The Power of Strategic Funding”

Isabel G. Garcia, “For immigrants who return after deportation, little chance at due process, say advocates”

Patti Caldwell, “When a local partner closes, a response plan keeps youth services constant”

Isabel G. Garcia, “Piden declarer estado de emergencia por migracion infantil”

69. June 13, 2014, KPRC Houston (Expert Quote)
Isabel G. Garcia, “A U.S. refugee crisis of epic proportions”

70. June 16, 2014, Faithstreet.com
Jill Koyama, “Immigration surge or refugee crisis?”

71. June 17, 2014, The Huffington Post
Daisy M. Jenkins, “Pro athletes, big winners and losers when the career clock goes to zero”

Isabel G. Garcia, “Daniel’s journey: How thousands of children are creating a crisis in America”

73. June 20, 2014, The Pacific Standard
Ellen McMahon, “Designers can help save the planet”

74. June 27, 2014, KVOI’s What’s Up Tucson (Radio Interview)
Patti Caldwell, The Mayor’s Commission on Poverty

75. July 1, 2014, Reuters
Ana Christina da Silva Iddings, “There’s no such thing as ‘reasonable suspicion’ of immigrants”

76. July 1, 2014, Women Moving Millions (Website Feature)
Ann Lovell, Featured Member

77. July 8, 2014, The Huffington Post
Ann M. Mastergeorge, “Don’t neglect the signs of neglect in young children”

Suzanne McFarlin, “We make it easy for our children to not grow up”

Sarah Smallhouse, “City taking right steps to improve”

Diana Liverman, “What if climate change triggers cooperation, not conflict?”

81. August 1, 2014, The Guardian
Ana Christina da Silva Iddings, “Girl immigrants crossing the US border often survived rape and abuse. They’ve got more courage than most of Congress”

82. August 12, 2014, Al Jazeera America
Jill Koyama, “Saving the Iraqis the U.S. left behind”

83. August 14, 2014, KBIA Radio (NPR Affiliate, Missouri)
Ana Christina da Silva Iddings, Radio Interview

Diana Liverman, “How to teach about climate without making your students feel hopeless”

85. August 20, 2014, BBC London
Ana Christina da Silva Iddings, Radio Interview

86. August 21, 2014, The Huffington Post
Suzanne McFarlin, “6 tips for recent college graduates”

87. August 21, 2014, Ms. Magazine Blog
Jill Koyama, “Feminism in China: Risky, But Rising”

88. August 22, 2014, The Huffington Post
Daisy Jenkins, “Teach Young Black Men The Lesson and Save Lives”

89. August 17, 2014, The Root
Daisy Jenkins, “Did Integration Fail Black Kids?”

Ann M. Mastergeorge, “How my mother’s depression shaped my whole life”